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Lovasi International is the exclusive 
distributor for Fango Bachas an Argentinean
company that manufactures exclusive 
handmade ceramic wash basins. 

Each wash basin is a unique and artistic piece 
adding style and beauty to a room. 
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About

Lovasi International provides unique 
product distribution in the United 
Kingdom, Canada and the United States. 

Finding Unique Pieces for Life is our 
mantra.  We continue to search the 
globe, bringing our customers originality 
of products, elegant and exclusive designs 
and collections that demonstrate superior 
quality and innovation.  
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What Makes Fango Wash Basins Different?

Handmade product.  
No wash basin is identical as they are made by hand, one 
by one.

Exclusive design.  
Fango is continuously creating new designs.

Hand painted decorations.  
May be similar but can differ in small details, creating 
original works of art.

Environmentally friendly.  
Fango Bachas manufacturing process does not harm the 
environment. The raw materials and its components 
used in the production process are completely natural, 
lead-free and recyclable.

Easy to clean.  
Disinfectants and detergents can be used without 
damaging the colours of the ceramic.

Superior quality.  
Fango wash basins will not chip or lose their colours 
with daily use. 
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The factor that differentiates Fango 
products in the market, is that 
production is totally handcrafted. 

Each wash basin is completely 
molded by hand using white clay 
and chamotte, on a potter’s wheel.  
Chamotte is baked clay with 
ground stones, which provides a 
superficial texture, creating the 
rustic appearance.

Every wash basin is then hand painted 
by specialized artists using ceramic 
pigments and a transparent, matte 
glaze.  All materials are lead free.

They are baked in automatic electric 
ovens, guaranteeing the highest quality 
and extreme hardness of the ceramic. 
This process is highly efficient, 
therefore, enables production of large 
orders.  

In a world of mass production, 
Fango revindicates the value of 
handcrafted and artistic products. 
Providing a more added value than 
regular mass-produced wash basins.  

They are an exclusive design objects 
that look great with any traditional 
countertop or vanity unit.  For 
bespoke designs try an organic 
touch with natural materials such 
as wood, marble, glass, iron and 
smoothed cement.

Production
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Size Diameter Height Weight

Small 30 cm 12 cm 4 kg

Medium 35 cm 13 cm 5 kg

Large 40 cm 13 cm 7 kg

Round

Conical 

Cylindrical 

Size Diameter Height Weight

Small 30 cm 13 cm 4 kg

Medium 35 cm 14 cm 5 kg

Large 40 cm 14 cm 8 kg

Size Diameter Height Weight

Small 30 cm 13 cm 4 kg

Medium 35 cm 14 cm 5 kg

Shape & Size Guide
We currently sell three shapes: round, conical, 
and cylindrical. Within these shapes there are 
different size options.

Our size options are great for custom builds and 
for vanity units in small spaces. Once your choice 
is made on the shape and size, there are endless 
options for: colours, patterns and designs. 

Fango wash basins are gaining momentum 
and popularity; home owners are looking for 
something new, organic, trendy and stylish.  

Lovasi International was awarded the prestigious 
‘Good Homes Loves’ award in 2017 for stylish 
products and inspiring ideas from Good Homes 
Magazine at the Ideal Home Show in London UK
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It is said that a single leaf is an ancient 
symbol that represents happiness. 
However it can represent so much 
more, in fact the leaf can represent a 
variety of aspects of ones life, as it is a 
symbol of life itself. 

Used symbolically in the Tree of Life.  
Leaves collect strength that nurture, 
offering healing properties.  Leaves are 
ubiquitous in the fabric of our lives and 
bring purity, freshness and beauty.  

This elegantly hand made and hand 
painted wash basin will add new life and 
vitality into your home.

Features:
• 100% Handmade
• Top Quality Clay
• Maximum Hardness
• Lead Free
• Unalterable Colours
• Easy to Clean

Leaves in Conical 
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CLASSIC BLACK - CYLINDRICAL CLASSIC DARK  GREY - CYLINDRICAL CLASSIC IVORY  - CYLINDRICAL
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CLASSIC DARK GREY  IN 
ROUND (ABOVE) AND IN 

CONICAL (BELOW)

CLASSIC DARK GREY IN ROUND 
Basin in size Large

CLASSIC LIGHT GREY 
IN CONICAL (ABOVE) AND 

CYLINDRICAL (BELOW)

Classic Collection 
Basin in size small

A simple yet stylish wash 
basin that compliments 
any bathroom style. 
Available in Black, Dark 
Grey, Light Grey, Ivory 
and Beige.
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The classic Collection in Ivory is one of Fango’s 
statement wash basins.  The simple yet stylish wash 
basin can compliment any bathroom style, design, or 
colour theme.  

Images from Left: Cylindrical basin size Medium, round basin 
size small. Opposite - Ivory in Conical size small (side view & 
aerial view)

Classic Collection - Ivory
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The classic Collection in Beige showcases the intriguing 
natural flaws and unique characteristics of these traditional 
handmade pieces. These beautifully rustic wash basins will 
compliment any bathroom style, design, or colour theme. 

Images from Left: Beige Cylindrical basin size Medium, Beige 
Conical basin size small. Opposite - Beige in Round size small (side 
view & aerial view)

Classic Collection - Beige
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Victoria Collection

The Victoria design captures a classic twist on the 
decorative arts. This beautifully hand painted wash 
basin captures the ornate influences of Art Nouveau. 
Available in two vibrant colours, blue and Chocolate.  

Images from Left: Victoria in Blue - Round size Medium (side 
view & aerial view), Opposite: Victoria in Blue - Conical, 
Victoria in Chocolate - Conical, (side view & aerial view)
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Bulgarian Collection

The Bulgarian Collection is an exquisitely designed 
wash basin that captures the essence of mystery and 
cultural history.  This wash basin has been molded by 
hand using a potter’s wheel and hand painted in the 
Bulgarian style by Artisans using ceramic pigments and 
a transparent matte glaze.

Features:

• 100% Handmade
• Top Quality Clay
• Maximum Hardness
• Lead Free
• Unalterable Colours
• Easy to Clean

Images from Left: Bulgarian - Conical (side view & aerial 
view), Opposite: Bulgarian - Round size medium
 (side view & aerial view)
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Spikes Collection
The Original translation for this design is ‘Wheat 
Spikes’.   This design incorporates the elegance of wheat 
fields that were common subjects painted among 19th 
century impressionist artists in Argentina.  Handcrafted 
on a potter’s wheel and hand painted by Artisans using 
ceramic pigments and a transparent matte glaze. 

Images from Left: Spikes in Choclate - Round size Medium 
Opposite: Spikes in Chocolate - Conical, Spikes in Blue - Conical 
(above), Spikes in Blue Round (below)
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The Eneldo Collection

This delicately painted Eneldo design showcases the 
natural beauty of the flowering herbaceous plant, dill 
weed.  The history of Dill has been steeped in magic 
and mystery since ancient times and was popular in the 
ancient Greek and Roman cultures, revered for its healing 
properties and considered a sign of wealth in the home.

This charming wash basin has been molded by hand using 
a potter’s wheel and hand painted by Artisans. 

Images from Left: In Choclate - Round, In Blue - Round 
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Spirals CollectionDating back to ancient art, 
spiral designs have a long 
history of symbolism as 
they may represent the sun, 
DNA and hypnotization. It 
is believed that this unique 
shape can stimulate a sense 
of growth, balance and 
connecting to the earth.  

Images bottom Left & Center:  
Spirals in Choclate Conical in size 
small (side view & aerial view). 
On Right, Spirals in Blue - Conical 
(side view). Middle image 
aerial view of choclate and 
blue spirals. Bottom, Spirals in 
Chocolate- Round in size small.
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Image Above - Whirlwind in Blue - Round 

Image Below - Whirlwind in Blue - Conical

Whirlwind Collection
This creative design incorporates a vortex of colours in a 
spiral funnel. 

Images from Left: Whirlwind in Chocolate - Round (side view & 
aerial view), Whirlwind in Grey - Round (side view & aerial view. 

Images Below: Whirlwind in Grey - Conical (side view & aerial view) 
& Whirlwind in Blue - Round (aerial view)
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This traditional Argentinean Pampas is a contemporary design 
that was created by the original natives more than 5000 years 
ago and has been carried on by the famous Argentine Cowboys, 
the Gauchos who roamed the rolling plains of the Pampas. 

Used today as an ornament in various pieces of traditional 
Gaucho craftsmanship.  The repetitive symmetry of the Pampa 
guard describes a mountain and lake that are connected, as are 
the Andres Mountains and the lakes, with the people of the land.                                        

Images from Left: Pampa  in Chocolate - Conical (side view & aerial 
view), Above Pampa in Blue - Concial side view. 
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Pampa Collection - Conical
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Thus simply, this Pampa design speaks to us of origin, 
belonging, land, culture and unity.  This decorative hand 
painted wash basins design is a tribute to the Gauchos 
folkloric style.

Image above Pampa  in Chocolate - Round side view
Right:  Pampa in Blue - Round aerial view.  

Pampa Collection -  Round
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Images from left and above: 
Seeds  in Chocolate, Concial 
side view left & aerial view 
above.

Images from left and below : 
Seeds  in Chocolate -  Round 
aerial view left & side below.

Seeds Collection
in Chocolate
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A unique hand painted design created from mosaic 
inspirations.  Handcrafted on a potter’s wheel and hand 
painted by Artisans using ceramic pigments and a transparent 
matte glaze. All materials are lead-free. Each wash basin is 
baked at high temperatures, which guarantees the highest 
quality and extreme hardness of the ceramic.

Images from above left to right : Seeds  in Blue -  Round side view, 
Seeds  in Blue -  Conical side view & aerial view below.

Seeds Collection in Blue 
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For a clean modern look with masculine features the 
tribal design is perfect for you.  Tribal tattoos originated 
from ancient times and had deep meaning. Nowadays 
tribal designs can be seen with a modern flare being 
incorporated into every day life. This Tribal design is 
expressive, rich and passionate.
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Tribal Collection 
Tribal - Round Tribal - Conical 
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A masculine design with a futuristic theme. This hand 
painted puzzle design looks incredible against a wood 
grain background or countertop. This distinctive wash 
basin has been molded by hand and hand painted by 
Artisans. 
Features:
• 100% Handmade
• Top Quality Clay
• Maximum Hardness
• Lead Free
• Unalterable Colours
• Easy to Clean
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Puzzel in Round 
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Magma Collection 

An eruption of colour! 

The Magma design is a vibrant 
piece for those that want to add 
a dash of fun and colour to their 
bathroom. Not to mention the 
conversation piece when guests 
come over!

Magma Cylindrical

Magma - Round Magma - Conical 
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Paintings in Black - Cylindrical 

This Jackson Pollock inspired design is expressive, fun 
and very impressive.  Add a modern industrial flare to 
your bathroom with this abstract expressionist wash 
basin that has been molded by hand and hand painted 
by Artisans. 
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Cowhide Collection 
Introducing cowhide to a room doesn’t have to belong in 
a Western film (unless that’s the look you are going for).  
Cowhide can be a modern sophisticated textual addition 
to any bathroom. Consider the idea of this accent in a 
gentlemen’s club themed space or a modern industrial 
loft space. The versatility of a cowhide pattern is hard to 
compete with and never goes out of style. Just as original 
as a real cowhide, each wash basin has been molded by 
hand and hand painted by Artisans, making each basin 
unique.

Images left page: Cowhide in Black - Round side & aerial view.

Images right page: Cowhide in Brown - Cylindrial and Round, 
side & aerial views
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STRIPES IN BLUE - CONICAL

Also available in Round & Cylindrical
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STRIPES IN ORANGE - CONICAL

Also available in Round & Cylindrical

STRIPES IN BLACK - CYLINDRICAL

Also available in Round & Conical 

STRIPES IN APPLE GREEN - CONICAL

Also available in Round & Cylindrical

STRIPES IN RED - CONICAL

Also available in Round & Cylindrical

Stripes Collection 
Say yes to Stripes! A funky spin 
to colour, stripes can add punch, 
drama or even a sense of space 
into your bathroom. 

Patterns come and go, but these 
classic stripes will always be in 
style.
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The Classic Collection consits of 
simple yet stylish wash basins that 
compliment any bathroom style.   

Our Classic Basins will add a rustic 
touch to your space.  You decide 
what suits you,  a neutral colour that 
can show off your furnishings and 
textures or a splash of colour for 
some fun! 

Colour in bathrooms is on the rise! 
See page 36 & 37 for more options.  

Features: 
• 100% Handmade
• Top Quality Clay
• Maximum Hardness
• Lead Free
• Unalterable Colours
• Easy to Clean

CLASSIC BLACK - CONICAL

Also available in Round & Cylindrical

CLASSIC CHOCOLATE - CYLINDRICAL

Also available in Round & Conical

Classic Collection Classic Black Classic Chocolate 
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CLASSIC BLUE - ROUND
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CLASSIC BLUE - CONICAL CLASSIC BLUE - CYLINDRICAL

CLASSIC APPLE GREEN - ROUND CLASSIC APPLE GREEN - CONICAL CLASSIC APPLE GREEN - CYLINDRICAL
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CLASSIC ORANGE - ROUND
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CLASSIC ORANGE - CONICAL CLASSIC ORANGE - CYLINDRICAL

CLASSIC RED - ROUND CLASSIC RED - CONICAL CLASSIC RED - CYLINDRICAL
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GALON BLUE - CONCIAL 
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GALON ORANGE - CONCIAL GALON APPLE GREEN - CONICAL

GALON RED - CONICAL GALON OCHER - CONICAL

Part of our Galon collection 
embracing bold colours in a valiant 
stripe.  

This adventurous wash basin has 
been molded by hand using a potter’s 
wheel and hand painted by Artisans 
using ceramic pigments and a 
transparent matte glaze. 

Galon Collection 
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A unique twist on light and dark, 
the Phantom wash basin can add 
a subtle chiaroscuro effect in your 
bathroom.  A great place to harness 
and play off natural light entering the 
room.
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RAINBOW COLLECTION  - CONICAL

The Rainbow has a modern colourful 
look with sleek black lines.

PICASSO COLLECTION -  ROUND

Inspired by Pablo Picasso, this childish 
wash basin adds whimsical elements 

Phantom Collection 

PHANTOM  - ROUND

PHANTOM  - CONICAL PHANTOM  - CYLINDRICAL
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